ThinkPad T480s
Specifications:
Processor
vPro
Graphics
Memory
Display
Multi-touch
Storage
Optical
WLAN + Bluetooth
WWAN
SIM Card
Smart Card Reader
Monitor Cable
Color
Camera
Keyboard
Fingerprint Reader
NFC
TPM
Battery
Power Adapter
Operating System

Core i5-8250U (4C, 1.6 / 3.4GHz, 6MB)
No
Integrated Intel UHD Graphics 620
8GB Soldered
14" FHD (1920x1080) IPS
None
256GB SSD M.2 PCIe NVMe Opal2
None
Intel 8265 ac, 2x2 + BT4.1
WWAN Upgradable
None
Smart Card Reader
None
Black
720p
Backlit
Fingerprint Reader
None
dTPM 2.0
57Wh
65W USB-C
Windows 10 Pro 64

Designed for mobile power
Light, thin, and built to perform anywhere, the ThinkPad T480s delivers what you need, when you need it.
Powerful processing, optional discrete graphics, and Dolby® Audio Premium™ take efficiency to new heights.
In addition, the enhanced security features maintain maximum protection and peace of mind wherever you
roam.
An IT manager’s dream
The ThinkPad T480s has an optional match-on-chip fingerprint reader, anti-spoofing technology that
authenticates log-in credentials and helps safeguards your data, and ThinkShutter, a webcam cover that you
can open and close. To help save you time and effort in setting up and deploying each ThinkPad T480s,
there's Microsoft® AutoPilot. This cloud-based solution lets you preconfigure every laptop so that they are
ready to use right out of the box.
Raises performance levels—and eyebrows
With the new 8th generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor, the ThinkPad T480s can take you to new heights of
productivity. Backed by the increased efficiency and speed of DDR4 memory (up to 24 GB), the ThinkPad
T480s gives you the power of a desktop PC--with the freedom of a portable laptop.
No power? No sweat
Fully charged, the ThinkPad T480s gives you up to 15.6 hours* of battery life. When running low, the laptop's
rapid charging feature delivers 80% capacity in just one hour. So a 60-minute lunch break or a layover can
easily boost your battery up to 12 hours—more than enough to see you through the rest of the day.
Where form meets function
The latest T-Series business laptop offers the same mechanical docking experience you prefer with a new
USB-C side docking connector. It also has a range of convenient ports, including the lightning-quick Intel®

Thunderbolt™ 3 port and trap-door RJ45 Ethernet connector. In addition, should you need to work in lowlight conditions, the renowned ThinkPad keyboard has a backlit option. These new design changes were
based on ThinkPad customer feedback.
Get closer to the action
By configuring your ThinkPad T480s with an optional touchscreen, you can interact more intuitively and
easily with your work—and have more fun during your downtime.
Practical yet secure
The standard HD webcam camera comes with ThinkShutter, a physical cover that you can slide open when
you want to use the camera and close when you're finished. You can also add an optional IR (infrared)
camera and optional touch fingerprint reader, and use Windows Hello to save time.
Tested for battle, built for success—anywhere
Every ThinkPad laptop undergoes 21 MIL-SPEC tests for reliability and durability, including the ability to
survive in hazardous physical and environmental conditions.
Brilliant, eye-catching
With its vast array of vivid colors and wide-angle views, the 14-in display brings all your visuals,
entertainment, and other multimedia to life. To enhance your viewing experience even further, choose the
WQHD screen and discrete graphics option. Together, they add a superior sharpness and performance boost
so your work can truly shine.
You won’t believe your ears
Dolby Audio™ Premium elevates your audio and entertainment experience. Turn up the volume and
everything will still be crystal clear. You can also enjoy virtual surround sound and an enhanced bass
response for high-quality, crisp sound every time.
Stronger online security, made easy
Signing into websites or making online payments usually involves trying to remember all kinds of passwords.
Not so with the FIDO—Fast Identity Online—authentication capabilities that are built into the latest
generation of ThinkPad laptops. By wrapping your user info and credentials into three secure layers, FIDO
makes it safer and easier when you are online. This global solution also creates better security of web-based
services and reduces cost for organizations. A win-win for everyone.
One less thing to worry about
For extra peace of mind, each ThinkPad T480s comes with a standard one-year worldwide warranty. This
enables you to seek expert assistance and help in 160 countries across the globe.

